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Abstract 
The Segmentation ATIT (Adaptive Re~:wnauce Theory) netv.-·ork for v,:ord recognition from 
a continuou~ speech .stream b introdueed. An input ~;equeuce represents phonemes detected 
at a pre.proceH.sing stage. Segmentation ATIT is trained rapidly, awl u~:~es fa..':>t-leaniing fuz:q 
A.TIT nwdulen, top-down expectation, and a spatial representation of temporal order. The 
network perfonns on-line identification of word Uoundarie.s, correcting an initial hypothesi::> if 
tmb.sequent phonerne.s are incompatible with a previous partition. Sirnulatiom; show that the 
.sy.stern 's segmentation perfonnance is comparable to that of TRACE, and the ability to Begrnent 
a number of difficult phrases is also demonstrated. 
1 Segmentation of Continuous Speech 
Segmentation ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) is a neural network that identifies a word se-
quence from a sequence of phonemes whose p;roupings into syllables and words may be locally 
ambiguous. For example, the initial syllable sequence my, self may form the single word myself, 
two separate words, or the complete word my pltLs the first syllable of the word selfish. Segmenta-
tion ART (Figure 1) is a hierarchy of fuzzy ART modules (Carpenter, Grossberg, & Rosen, 1991) 
that perform on-line recognition of nested input clnmks (phonemes, syllables, and words). In sim-
ulations, Segmcnt.ation ART correctly segments 205 out of 211 randomly-·gencrated word pairs, 
and also correctly segments difficult syllable sequences such as my - self - ish. These results arc 
achieved after a rapid training process. 
1.1 Word segmentation 
Speech recognition technology has reached an impressive performance level for isolated words and 
for continuous speech that is read. For example the DragonDict.at.e system (Mandel, HJ92) achieves 
about 90% accuracy using a vocabulary of 25,000 predefined words plus up to 5,000 user-specified 
words drawn from an 80,000 word dictionary. The Dragon Systems research system achieves 89.7% 
accuracy on read continuous speech from the November 1992 Wall Street .Journal corpus (Roth, 
Gillick, Orloff, Scattone, Gao, Wegmarm, & Baker, 1995). However, further improvement in perfor-
mance on read and spontaneous continuous speech requires additional research (Dutta-Roy, 1997; 
Fleming & Andersen, 1997a,b). Correctly determining t.he location of word boundaries is made 
difficult. by factors such as coarticulation, inherent ambiguities, and a combinatorial explosion of 
search possibilities (Lee & Alleva, 1991). One type of inherent ambiguity arises when a given 
phoneme sequence predicts more than one possible word sequence (Cole & .Jakimik, 1978). 
The Masking Field neural network (Cohen & Grossberg, 1987) provides insight into how 
compound words, such as myself, can be learned without erasing the memory of component words, 
such as my, self, and elf However, since the Masking Field is a feeclforward system, it does not 
by itself correct on-line segmentation hypotheses that are invalidated by subsequent inputs that 
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Figure 1: Segmentation ART. Each phoneme, preprocessed as a vector input, activates a 
phoneme-AHT recognition category. A sequence of phoneme codes is stored in phoneme working 
memory W M P in primacy-f\radient form. The syllable-AHT module processes phoneme sequences 
from W M P and produces a sequence of syllable recognition categories. Similarly, the word-AHT 
module processes syllable sequences from the syllable working memory W M 8 to produce a list of 
word codes. Additional internal control structures, such as W M P-reset and W M 8-reset, effect 
self-organization. 
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prove inconsistent. For example, if the syllables my, self are followed by ish, dog, sequential re-
organization should shift the recognition hypotheses from "my" to "myself" to "my selfish dog". 
The TRACE model of speech perception (McClelland & Elman, 1986) achieves good segmentation 
results (correctly segmenting 189 out of 211 randomly-generated word pairs). TRACE also repro-
duces psychophysical data regarding lexical influence on phoneme perception, categorical perception 
of phonemically ambiguous inputs, and featural tradeoffs in phoneme identification. However, the 
model does not address the question of how the network's connection strength patterns might be 
learned. 
Segmentation ART identifies a consistent word sequence from a sequence of phonemes 
whose groupings into syllables and words may be locally ambiguous. Since Segmentation AHT is a 
hierarchy of fuzzy ART modules, it can use top-· down expectation to disambiguate inputs. Learning 
is fast., and the trained network is self-organized. Other aspects of Segmentation AHT, such as 
the representation of temporal order information as an activation gradient (Grossberg, 1978), are 
similar to those of the Masking Field network. 
1.2 Hierarchical representation 
The Segmentation ART hierarchy includes three fuzzy AHT modules: phoneme-ART, syllable·-
AHT, and word-ART. A syllable working memory stores items identified by syllable-ART, and 
word-AH:f then identifies syllable sequences that form words. Psychological evidence indicates that 
the number of items that. can be held in working memory is limited to about seven (Miller, 1952), 
and this limitation is also imposed by reasonable computational constraints. A two-stage phoneme-
syllable process permits learning of long words, which may contain 15 or more phonemes. Evidence 
that subjects respond to syllable targets faster than nonsyllable targets in French (Segui, Dupoux, 
& Mehler, 1990) supports the notion that the syllable is a distinct unit in word recognition. There is 
also evidence (Bijeljac-Babic, Bertoncini, & Mehler, 1993) that. fom-day-·old infants can distinguish 
two-syllable ( CVCV) from three-syllable (CVCVCV) utterances, but cmmot distinguish utterances 
with different durations, or different numbers of phonemes. On the other hm1d, in English, st.ress 
may play a more importm1t. role than syllables in segmentation (Cutler & Norris, 1988). 
1.3 Simulations of Segmentation ART performance 
Segmentation AHT simulations show the network response to a sequence of vectors, each of which 
characterizes a phoneme. The components of the input vector could represent the presence or 
absence of distinctive features (.Jakobsen, Fant, & Halle, 1952), as in the TRACE model. Al-
ternatively, each input vector could represent a power spectnun or a set of cepstral coefficients 
computed from the raw speech signal. When phonemes are presented sequentially to Segmenta-
tion AHT, the network output is a sequence of word-level recognition codes that correspond to a 
consistent segmentation of the input stream. 
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Simulations show the network response to sequences of up to 13 phonemes that form 1 to 
4 words. Grammar, syntax, meter, and semantics are outside the scope of the model, which seeks 
only to find some lexically consistent segmentation. For example, the network would not be able to 
select "ta.rget are" over "tar guitar" on the basis of meaning. Simulations compare performance of 
Segmentation ART and the benchmark TRACE network. TRACE employs pre-wired cmmection 
strengths, while Segmentation ART weights are learned. Segmentation ART learning uses hand-
generated syllabifications of the words in the lexicon, however, and this information is not used 
by TRACE. These and other differences in architecture and design philosophy limit the scope of a 
direct comparison of the two models. However, the availabilit.y of the TRACE benchmark sets a 
performance standard. 
2 The Segmentation ART model 
Segmentation ART identifies a discrete sequence of learned words embedded in a continuous input 
stream. This network would serve as one component of a full speech recognition system, which 
would also include a preprocessor, for example to convert the raw speech to a format that has 
a lower data rate while still including sufficient information content; and other components to 
perform syntactic and semantic analysis. Segmentation ART (Figure 1) is a hienu·chy of fuzzy 
ART modules: phoneme-ART, syllable-ART, and word·-ART. When a series of input vectors is 
presented to phoneme-ART, a series of identified phonemes is st.ored in phoneme working memory 
(W M P), which provides the input to syllable-ART. Phoneme sequences t.hat form syllables are 
recognized by syllable-ART. The resulting syllable codes are stored in a syllable working memory 
(W M 8 ), which in turn provides the input to word-ART. Syllable sequences that form words are 
recognized by word-·AilT. The order of items in working memory (W M P, W M 8 ) is represented 
as a primacy gradient, with nodes that represent earlier items having greater activities. 
Segmentation AHT learning takes place in three stages. The network fust lem·ns to iden-
tify input vectors aP that represent isolated phonemes, then learns phoneme sequences that form 
complete syllables, and finally learns phoneme sequences that form complete words. Phoneme-AHT 
weights are frozen before learning at syllable-ART commences. Similarly, syllable-AHT weights are 
fixed before learning at word-AHT commences. Experimental evidence supports the idea that 1m-
man infants also cease lem·ning new phonemes before learning of larger 1m its (syllables and words) 
begins; in fact, not only are new phonemes not learned, but the ability to perceive phonemic con-
trasts that do not exist in the infant's native language appears to be lost (Worker & Tees, 1984). 
Although learning of all syllables prior to the commencement of word learning is not a plausible 
model of human development, simulations use this training procedure to simplify the computations. 
During performance, input vectors aP that represent phonemes are presented sequentially 
to the network. Phoneme working memory (W M P) represents a phoneme sequence as a spatial 
pattern, and this pattern becomes the input to syllable-·AHT. Syllable working memory (W M 8 ) 
encodes a syllable sequence as a second spatial pattern, which becomes the input to word-AHT. The 
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word-ART module organizes syllable sequences into a consistent word sequence. This two-stage 
process permits learning of long long words when working memory capacity is limited (Section 1.2). 
A phoneme sequence in W M P, representing either a complete syllable or t.he initial part 
of a syllable, activates a set of syllable-ART nodes corresponding to syllables consistent with the 
sequence. Syllable-ART in turn primes the set of phonemes that are expected as continuations 
of active syllables. Phonemes that have already occurred in a syllable are not included in the 
expected continuation unless the syllable contains a repeated phoneme (e.g., jtrit!J. As the number 
of phonemes in a syllable increases, the activation threshold is also increased, in order to maintain 
sensitivity. Then, for example, the phoneme sequences /s/, jsej, and jsel/ activate the syllable 
self, but jse/ does not activate syllable es, and jsel/ does not activate lcs. 
W M P activity is reset, marking the end of a syllable, when the next phoneme is not one 
of those primed, or expected, by syllable-ART. For example, if the phoneme sequence jsel/ has 
been received, syllable-ART expects only /f/ or /v/ since self and selves are the only syllables 
that commence with jselj. If the next phoneme is /t/, as in the word sel - tzcr, then syllable·-ART 
registers a mismatch. The system infers from such a mismatch that a new syllable has commenced, 
and the recognition code for the previous syllable (se0 is transmitted to W M 8 after a fixed delay. 
Similarly, W M 8 activity is reset when the next syllable does not match the expectations of word-
ART. The system infers from such a mismatch that a new word has commenced, and the recognition 
code for the previous word is transmitted to the output field pOUT after a fixed delay. Output 
delays are necessary because a segmentation error might. no(; be apparent until more items arrive. 
For example, if the syllable sequence my - self has been received, the word myself should not. be 
immediately transmitted to pOUT, since it would represent an incorrect segmentation if t.he next 
syllable were i.sh. 
If the current W M P contents are not close enough to an initial portion of any learned 
syllable, the system infers that an incorrect. segmentation attempt has been made. The same 
inference is made if the current W M s contents are not close enough to an initial portion of any 
learned word. In either case, the phonemes following the end of the last word regist.ered in the 
output field are then processed again, to search for another segmentation. This procedure, called 
backtra.cking, is described in Section 3.1. To establish a consistent code, syllable-AHT reset and 
backtracking need to be permitted during word learning. 
2.1 Fuzzy ART 
This section describes fuzzy AHT (Figure 2), which forms the basis of the phoneme-AHT, syllable-
ART, and word-ART modules. An input vector a= (a1, ···,aM) with each component ai in the 
int.erval [0, 1] is converted at Fo to complement--coded form I= (h, ·· ·, h!cJ) =(a, a') where af 
= 1 - ai, and is registered as the activity vector x = (x1, · · ·, X2M) at F1. Weighted inputs from 
F1 to F2 then choose a category .1 and F2 output y = (-y1. · · ·, Y:V) sends weighted signals, in turn, 
back to F1. W11en F1 receives both bottom-up signals from Fo and top--down signals from F2, x 
G 
registers the match between the two patterns. If a matching criterion is met, weights W.Ji in paths 
to and from the active F2 node .! adapt to the matched F1 pattern, as follows. 
Parameters: Fuzzy AHT dynamics are determined by a choice parameter a > 0; a learning rate 
paramet.er (3 E [0, 1]; and a vigilance parameter p E [0, 1]. Initially, all Wj;(O) = 1, and each F2 
node is said to be uncommitted. After an F2 node codes its first input, it becomes comm·i.tted. 
Category choice: For each input I and category j, the choice function Tj is defined by 
with the fuzzy intersection II (Zadeh, 1965) defined by 
(p II q); = min(p;, q;) 
and the city-block norm I · I defined by 
( 1) 
(2) 
!PI = L IPd· (3) 
For notational simplicity, Tj (I) in equation (1) is often written as Tj when the input I is fixed. The 
category choice is indexed by .! , where 
T! = max{1j : j = l...N}. ( 4) 
If more than one 1j is maximal, the category j with the smallest index is chosen. In particular, 
nodes become committed in order j = 1,2,3, ..... 
Resonance or reset: Resonance occms if the match function of the chosen category meets the 
vigilance matching criterion; that is, if 
II II W.J! > 
III - p, (5) 
where F1 activity x equals I II W.J when the .Jth F2 node is act.ive. Learning then ensues, as defined 
below. Mismatch reset occurs if 
!IIIw.1! 
III < p. (6) 
Then the value of the choice function TJ is reset to -1 for the dmation of the input presentation, 
to prevent its persistent selection during search, and a new index .! is chosen, by equation ( 4). The 
semch process continues until the chosen .! satisfies the matching criterion (5), which is always the 
case if .J is uncommitted. 
Learning: The weight vector W.J is updated according to the equation 
wY'cw) = (1 _ (3)wfld) + (3(I 11 w.~o/d) ). 
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Figure 2: Fuzzy ART. Input vectors a are complement-coded in field Fo. The result.ing input 
I is registered at F 1, and field F2 implements category choice. The phoneme-AHT input vector 
is of dimension Mp, and the Ff' field contains N p nodes. The syllable-AHT input. vector is of 
dimension Ms, and the F} field-contains Ns nodes. Word-AliT employs the same variables, with 
subscript / superscript W. Because the number of output nodes of one module equals the number 
of input nodes in the next higher module, Np = Ms and Ns = Mw. 
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In fuzzy ART, the top-down weight vector Wj = (wj 1,w12,···,wj,2M) from the jth F2 node is 
identical to the bottom-up vector to that node. Fast learning corresponds to setting (3 = 1. In this 
case, each weight vector Wj learns the fuzzy intersection of all inputs that have activated the jth 
F2 node without reset. 
In Segmentation ART, superscripts or subscripts P, S, and W distinguish elements of 
phoneme-ART, syllable-ART, and word-ART respectively. In each module, index i denotes vari-
ables at levels Fo and Ft, and index j denotes variables at level F2. In these fuzzy ART modules, 
p is set high enough to cause input vectors corresponding to distinct inputs (phonemes, syllables, 
or words) to activate distinct F2 nodes, once learnini!; is complete. 
2.2 Working memory 
Figure 3 shows how a phoneme working memory (W M P) forms the interface between phoneme-
ART and syllable-ART, as described below. Syllable working memory (W Ms) functions analo-
gously. 
Consider the presentation of a sequence of phonemes AB to the phoneme-AHT module. 
The F{ nodes corresponding to each input become active in turn. In order for the syllable-ART 
module to learn a pattern corresponding to a syllable AB, nodes corresponding to A and B are 
simultaneously represented in a phoneme working memory field W M P. Activity in W M P persist.s 
until reset as described below. A t.emporal activation primacy gradient distinguishes AB from BA 
in working memory. 
If a syllable containing R phonemes is t.o be bu·ned by syllable-ARE, these phonemes, 
presented to phoneme-ART, form a primacy gradient at WMP as follows. If the R. phonemes 
choose the sequence of P'{ nodes Jt, j2, ... , j,., ... , ]n, where 1 ::::; r ::::; R., then phoneme working 
memory W M P, which forms the input aS to syllable-ART, is : 
aJ = { if J = Jr if j 'i Ut,J2, ... ,jn}, (8) 
where 0 < q < 1 and j = 1, 2, · · · N p. Connections between W M P and F0' implement complement 
coding, so that the activity Is = (as, (aS) c) at F0' is normalized. F)' computes the match between 
F0' activity and the total expectation, or priming, signal V/ from P} to the ith Fi' node. The 
W M P-reset field receives input x;' = I;' 1\ v;s from nodes 1 · · · Ms = N p of Fi'; and the phoneme 
choice input yP from F{, that is 1 for the node that represents the current phoneme and zero 
otherwise. Activity zP at the W M P-reset field is x 8 1\ yp. Thus, if the current phoneme is not 
expected (V} = 0), total activity lzPI is below a small threshold Pwm, and a reset signal that. 
suppresses W M P activity is generated. 
Section 3.3 describes a modified working memory capable of handling syllables that. contain 
repeated phonemes. 
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Figure 3: Phoneme working (W M ~') memory and working memory reset. Nodes in f"j' 
are active in order j1, ]2, · · ·, j,., · · ·. Until reset, working memory node Jr has activity level qr-l 
for some q E (0, 1). When F{ is active, Fj~ activity x;~ = V/ II It. Workinp; memory is reset if 
the current phoneme choice (.!) is not met by top-down expectation V;' at. Fi\ or if iz~'i :S Pwn" 
where zP = xs 11 yP, 
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2.3 Learning in syllable-ART and word-ART 
In order to create an initial set of committed F§ nodes to recognize syllables, learning within 
syllable-ART and word-ART occurs via fuzzy ART with choice at F2~ and FJV (Section 2.1). 
Phoneme sequences that form isolated syllables are present.ed t.o the Segmentation ART network, 
and syllable-ART learns theW MP activity pattern corresponding to each such syllable. Following 
this, phoneme sequences that form isolated words are presented to the network, and word-AHT 
learns W M 8 activity patterns corresponding to each word. Phoneme-ART weights are kept fixed 
when learning is taking place at the higher levels, and syllable-AHT weights are kept fixed when 
learning is taking place within the word-AHT module. Computer simulations of Segmentation 
ART learning are described in Section 4.1. 
3 Word segmentation 
This section describes how top-down priming organizes the segmentation process after learning has 
ceased. Section 3.1 contains an overview of the segmentation process that is used both to group 
phonemes into syllables and to group syllables into words. Network equations that control this 
process are given in Section 3.2. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present two modifications that allow the 
network to accept repeated phonemes within a syllable and provide improved noise tolerance. The 
algorithm that represents Segmentation ART is summarized, and the parts of the algorithm that 
are not explicitly modeled by a network are further defined, in Section 3.5. 
3.1 Segmentation mechanism 
For definiteness, this section focuses on how syllable sequences are segmented into words. The 
process of segmenting a phoneme sequence into syllables is analogous. The following phrases 
illustrate Segmentation AHT dynamics, once the component syllables have been recognized: 
Example 1: 
Example 2: 
be-fr·iend-ship···ma.tes 
my .. self"i.<h-dog 
Example 1 demonstrates how Segmentation ART correctly chooses befriend over be as the initial 
word of this phrase. Example 2 illustrates how backtracking corrects a wrong initial segment.ation 
hypothesis (myself ... ). To simplify the discussion, the examples contain no ambiguities in t.he 
phoneme-to--syllable grouping. The process of grouping the above syllable sequences into words is 
described. 
Distributed FJ1' activity and top-down priming: During learning, each word is 
represented at .F.)i' by a single category node, and each syllable is represented at Fl by a single 
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F[" input FJ" node Word TJ" dj" 
represented 
be 30 be 0.99958 0.0831 () 
31 befriend 0.99745 0.05666 
All others All others Between 0.98787 and 0.99107 0.0 
my 112 my 0.99958 0.08310 
113 mynah 0.99745 0.05666 
114 myself 0.99745 0.05666 
All others All others Between 0.98787 and 0.99107 0.0 
Table 1: Word-ART response to be and to my in be-friend-ship-mates and my-self-ish-dog. The 
F{Y-+ FJ1' input pattern is distributed, and (mmormalized) FJ~' activity dj1' is contrast-enhanced 
by equations (9) - (11) and (15). Parameters: 5 = 0.47, 1 = 50, Pu.•m = 0.005, Ns = Mw = Nw 
= 235, and a = 0.1. Because of complement coding at. F{l', all Tjl' values lie in the narrow range 
(Mw- 4)/Mw to 1.0. 
category node. During performance, however, all F}1' nodes with input exceeding a threshold 
become active. These nodes represent viable word hypotheses. Distributed FJ1' -+ F{l' feedback 
then primes those F{l' nodes that represent likely continuations of the current input. 
In Example 1 (be-friend-ship-mates), syllable working memory (W M 8 ) first regist.ers be. 
The word··· ART (.F,)l') node for be then receives maximal input 'T'JF, but the node for befr·icnd 
also receives above··threshold input (Table 1). The resulting distributed FJ~' activity pattern yW 
generates top .. down priming, or expectation, signals Viw to F{Y nodes for syllables ·· in this case, 
only friend- that represent likely continuations of the current input (Table 2). By the rule that 
prevents priming of syllables that have already occmred, syllable be is not primed even though 
word be receives maximal input. 
Segmented word output: Processing of the current input sequence continues as long 
as each new input syllable is consistent. with one or more top-down expectations. When the 
current input syllable activates an F(i' node i whose top-down priming signal Viw fails to exceed 
a small noise-suppression tln·eshold Pwm, indicating that the input does not match any top-down 
expectation, the system infers that a new word has st.arted. Activity at W M 8 is reset to zero, 
except for the current input node ·i; and the word recognition code from FJ~' is transmitted to 
pOUT via a one-syllable delay (Figure 1). As the munber of syllables in a word increases, the F)\' 
threshold is also increased, in order to exclude word hypotheses that. are a relatively poor match 
to the input. 
In Example 1, syllable friend is expected, and is therefore stored in W M 8 , which now 
contains the sequence be-friend. The F}~' node for befr-iend then receives maximal input. The 
activity of the F11' node for friendship in ;esponse to input be-fri.cnd is below the FJ1' threshold, so 
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I P1W input I P[l' node I Syllable represented I vW i 
be 30 be 0.0 
76 friend 0.1442 
All others All others 0.0 
my 128 my 0.0 
130 nah 0.1442 
169 self 0.1442 
All others All others 0.0 
Table 2: Top-down priming in response to be and to my. Priming signals v,w from Pi" to P{i' 
bias the network to "expect" syllable be to be followed by friend or to form a word by itself; and 
to expect syllable my to be followed by nah or self or to form a word by itself. Parameters are as 
in Table l. Priming of the syllables be and my themselves is prevented by equations (24) and (25) 
(Section 3.3). 
the syllable sh1:p is not expected, and is therefore asswned to start a new word. The word befriend 
is transmitted to pOUT, and W M 8 is reset to register only the syllable ship. 
Word-ART reset and backtracking: Example 2 ( my-sclf-·ish··dog) illustrates that 
additional network mechanisms are needed to correct an error that is undetectable until subse-
quent syllables arrive. Thus, a word-ART reset occms when the current W M 8 contents do not 
correspond to an initial portion of any learned word. This implies that a prior segmentation error 
must have occurred, since phrases for segmentation contain only previously learned words. In this 
event, activity at the previous wirming Fi" node is enduringly suppressed (since this represents an 
incorrect segmentation attempt), a reset ;ignal is t.ransmitted to pOUT, and the syllables following 
the end of the last word registered in the output field arc processed again. The reset signal is 
transmitted to pOUT without a delay, and so prevents the previously transmitted, but incorrect., 
word from becoming active at pOUT. A similar process occurs if a syllable-ART reset indicates 
that W M P contents do not correspond to the initial portion of any learned syllable. 
In Example 2, W M 8 first registers my. The PJ~' node for my then receives maximal input, 
and nodes for words such as myself and mynah receive above-average input (Table 1), causing 
syllables such as self and na.h to be primed (Table 2). Since the next syllable self is expected, it. 
is stored in W M 8 , which now contains the sequence my-· self. The PJF node for myself receives 
maximal input. Since the next. syllable, ·ish, is not expected, however, it. is assumed to s(;art. a new 
word, the word myself is transmitted to porn·, and W M 8 is reset. t.o register only the syllable ish. 
So far, processing is still similar to Example l. However, since i.sh does not match t.he initial port.ion 
of any word in the lexicon, a word-ART reset then occurs. A reset signal is transmitted to pOUT, 
preventing the erroneous segmentation myself from being registered there; activity in the PJ1' node 
for myself is suppressed; and the phrase is processed again beginning from the syllable my. On this 
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second presentation, W M 8 registers my, the PJl' node for my receives maximal input, and myself 
and mynah also receive above-average input, as on the fust presentation. However, since the PJV 
node for myself is suppressed, that node does not become active, and self is therefore not primed 
at PJl'. This time, therefore, self is assumed to st.art a new word. After my is transmitted to 
pOUT, selfish receives maximal input at PJ11 and syllable -ish is primed. After ·ish is received, selfish 
still receives maximal input at PJI'. The syllable dog is not expect.ed, and therefore is asstuned, 
correctly, to start a new word. The word selfish is transmitted from Pj1' to pOUT, and W M 8 is 
reset to contain only dog. A correct segmentation of the phrase ensues. 
In Fignre 1, the input buffer stores the original sequence of input vectors in case such 
backtracking is required. Each input vector is removed from the input buffer when the word of 
which it forms a part is successfully registered at. the output field pOuT. A word-ART reset on the 
syllable following the word in question prevents registration of that word at pOUT, thus leaving 
the original syllable available in the input. buffer to pm·ticipate in other segmentation attempts. 
In Segmentation ART, backtracking is performed algorithmically. A neural implementation of 
backtracking wonld include a mechanism for registration of a word at pOUT to be signaled to the 
input buffer, and for removal of the corresponding inputs. 
3.2 Segmentation equations 
The equations in this section perform segmentation, after isolated phonemes, syllables, and words 
have already been lemned. The equations apply either to syllabk-AHT or to word-AHT, so the 
superscripts S and W are omitted. 
Contrast enhancement: During performance, F2 activity YJ transforms the F1 -+ P2 input 1j 
via the relations: 
YJ = dJ/Idl, (9) 
where 
dj = [f(Tj)- J]+. (10) 
In (9), I· I is the city-block norm (3). In (10), [w]+ = max(w, 0), the threshold 5 is slight.ly less 
than 0.5, and f(w) is a sigmoid: 
~ w· f(w) = r~+ ~ 
' 'W' 
(11) 
(Figme 4). The exponent 1 controls steepness, and r determines the point where f(-w) = 0.5. 
Increasing parameters with sequence length: By (8), lal < 2::~ 1 q'·-l = 1/(1- q). Note 
that, in this model, each Wj = (a, a:C') for some a, so: 
M 
= 'L: ai 1\ 'Wij 
i=l 
M 
+ ~ (1 - ai) 1\ (1- Wij) (12) 
i=l 
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Figure 4: Contrast-enhancement function f(w) = w1' I (r' + w'), with r = 0.9 and I= 50. 
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M 
= M + 2 La; II w;J - Ia I- lal 
i=l 
> M- 2/(1- q). 
(13) 
(14) 
Since M is large (in word-ART, M = 235), all Tj values lie in the narrow range from 
(M- 2/(1- q))/M to 1.0. Therefore a fairly large value of 'Y (in simulations, 'Y = 50) is used 
for contrast-enhancement. To ensure that only likely segment.ation hypotheses remain active, r is 
given by: 
r = (M + lal- 2)/(a + M). (15) 
Withq = 1/2,1::; lal < 2, andr;:o: (M-1)/(a+M)"" 1, and fincreasestoward (M -2)/(a+M) 
as the number of items in working memory increases. 
The word-ART and syllable-ART vigilance thresholds are given by: 
p = (M + lai-2)/M. (1G) 
This rule creates a matching criterion that becomes st.ricter as lal increases with the munber of 
items in working memory. 
Top-down priming: The top-down priming signal Vi to the F1 node -i is : 
:V 
vi = L vrwJi· 
j=l 
When a top-down priming signal is present, activity x at. F! is : 
X= I/\V. 
(17) 
(18) 
WM-reset: A WM-reset. occurs when a new input activates an F! node .! for which Vi fails to 
exceed a small threshold Pwm. 
Activity z at the WM-reset field is 
Z = X 1\ y(prcv) (19) 
(Figure 3), where y(P>'cv) represents F2 activity at the previous network level. A WM-reset is 
generated if 
lzl :=; Pwm· (20) 
Since yfrcv) = !.1 = 1, condition (20) is equivalent. to V.1 ::; Pwm. 
Output: Activity g1(t) at the output. field pOUT in time interval tis given by: 
(21) 
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where the time interval counter (t) is incremented each time word-ART transmits an output to 
pOUT. In (21), 
{ 
0 
m2(w) = 1 
( . { 1 if j = .J(w) TH-1 J,W = . ) 0 otherwise, 
if there was a word-ART reset in time interval w 
otherwise, 
and where .J(w) is the index of the winning F,)l' node in time interval ·w. 
3.3 Repeated phonemes 
(22) 
(23) 
As noted in Section 2.2, it is necessary to modify the architecture of phoneme working memory 
W M P slightly in order to handle syllables that contain repeated phonemes. STORE 3 (Bradski, 
Carpenter, & Grossberf(, 1994) is a working memory architecture that is capable of handlinf( re-
peated items. This architecture gives sequences such as AABC and ABAC distinct representations 
in working memory. Since no syllable in t.he lexicon contains more than two occurrences of the same 
phoneme, the STORE 3 scheme can be simulated by doubling the size of the phoneme working 
memory W M P and making the second occurrence of a phoneme within a syllable act.iva(;e workinf( 
memory node .J + Np instead of node .1, where 1::; .J::; Np. 
Priming the future: The STORE 3 architecture does not of itself solve all potential problems 
caused by repetitions. Consider, for example, the syllable pair jbiblu/ ("be blue"). After the 
phoneme sequence jbj, /i/ has been received, the F2q node for syllable bi is maximally active. 
Since the weight Wji from this syllable to the phoneme /b/ has the maximal possible value of 
1.0, phoneme /b/ is strongly primed, by (17). However, in order for the two syllables be and blu 
to be separated, the past phoneme /b/ should not be primed at this point. More generally, the 
expectation generated by an active f'2_q node should include only future phonemes, whicl1 have not 
yet occmred in the current syllable. This is achieved by modifying equation (17) to read: 
where 
{ 
1 if a8 = 0 
= 0 oth:rwise. 
(24) 
(25) 
Figme 5 shows how the working-·memory scheme (Figure 3) could be modified to imple-
ment equations (24) and (25). In the figure, the Fiq nodes labeled i and .J receive top .. -down priming 
(2.:: yYwJ"; > Pwm), but. t.he priming of node -i is inhibited since that. node (t.op;et.her with t.he node 
labeled 1) is already active at F0q, indicating a phoneme that has already occurred in the current 
syllable. Mannes (1992) develops an alternative approach to the problem of distinguishing past 
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Figme 5: Priming the future but not the past. This figme shows how the scheme of Figure 
3 must be modified so that phonemes that have already occurred in the current syllable are not 
primed. As before, if the current phoneme is not primed, working memory is reset. 
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items from expected future items that is more neurodynamically detailed but is also considerably 
more complex. 
With the modifications described in this section, the network is able to seg1nent phoneme 
sequences that contain repeated phonemes both within syllables (/ d-i.d.f) ru1d across syllable botmd-
aries, such as such as I st/\diddut·il ("studied duty"). This phrase is segmented correctly because 
the phoneme sequence I d·idl, when presented as an isolated syllable to be learned, is represented 
in W M P by the pattern I d-id* I, where I d* I represents activation of a second W M P node, whose 
index equals N p plus the index of the node that represents I dj. When the sequence I st/\diddut-il 
is presented as a phrase for ser;mentation, I st/\1 activates the F2~ node for syllable st/\. The first 
I dl in the phrase is not primed, and therefore forms the first phoneme of a new syllable in W M P. 
This phoneme activates the F2~ node for syllable d·id', as well as F2~ nodes for other syllables, 
e.r;., dog. The second I dl in the phrase activates the d' node, which is now primed. Syllable d-id' 
thus remains active at F2~, while other syllables do not. By (24) a11d (25), the third I dl in the 
phrase is not primed, and therefore correctly forms the first phoneme of a new syllable. A correct 
segn1entation ensues. 
3.4 Distributed representations 
So far, it has been assumed that the feature vectors input durinr; performance are identical to the 
templates learned by phoneme-ART when isolat.ecl phonemes were presented. In reality, backr;rotmd 
noise ru1d other sources of variation such as differences between speakers will cause the feature 
vectors received durinr; performru1ce to differ from the learned templates. Performance in such an 
environment can be improved by retaininr; a distributed representation at F{', rather than selectinp; 
a sinp;le winninr; phoneme correspondinp; t.o each input feature vector. 
F{' activity is contrast-enhru1ced, so that a small set of phoneme hypotheses remains 
stronr;ly active. The activity of other F{' nodes is suppressed, since they represent phonemes that 
are improbable r;iven the current input. Since tohere is only a small number of input. features (seven, 
in silnulations L n1ost of which are part.ially present in every input, the T'f values are not corn pressed 
into a narrow rru1p;e a.s are the T/ and Tjl' values. Also, since phoneme-ART processes inputs one 
at a time, there is no equivalent of the need, in syllable-ART and word-AHT, for a strict.er matching 
criterion as items accmnulate in workinr; memory. Therefore, the contrast-enh;mcement method 
r;iven by equations (9) to (11) above is not appropriate for use at the phoneme level. In phoneme-
ART, the followinp; equations are used instead : 
(26) 
where 
lv'p 
dJ = [(7fF- e :L(T{J'J+ (27) 
j~l 
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Since F{ now represents several likely phonemes rather than a single phoneme, equation 
(8) can no longer be used to represent a sequence of phonemes in working memory W MP. Instead, 
consecutive distributed representations are combined as a weighted smn. For all 1 ::; j ::; N p, 
Wmj(t) = Yj(t) + qy1(t- 1) + · · ·. 
To allow for repeated phonemes within a syllable, in an environment of noisy or degraded 
inputs, it is necessary to combine a distributed representation at F{ with the method of handling 
repeated phonemes described in the previous section. That method was based on activating W M P 
node .J + N p instead of node .! if the phoneme coded by node .! already occuned in the current 
syllable (as indicated by the fact that WMP node.! is already active). With a distributed repre-
sentation at F{, however, the index of a unique winning phoneme .! is no longer available. The 
method is therefore modified so that, for all j such t.hat 1 ::; .i ::; 2N p, working memory is updated 
as follows : 
new { Yj~Np 
·w· = 1 Yi 
'f old 1 1 wj-:Vp > 
otherwise. (28) 
where Wj is the activity of the jth W M P node and Yi is the activity at F{. 
3.5 Word segmentation algorithm 
The following algorithm summarizes how a thrce·-layer Segmentation ART network processes a 
phrase, after learning is complete. 
Step 1: Current phoneme is identified by phoneme-ART and st.ored in W M P 
Step 2: W M P contents a·~ are complement-·coded to form syllable--AliT input Is. 
Step 3: At F{, activity xs = Is 1\ ys, where ys is the top-down input from F.{ 
Step 4: If total activity lzPI at the W M P-reset field is less than tln·eshold Pwm, W M P 
activity is reset. 
Step 5: F2~ activity yf and priming sippals V;s are updated (equations (9)- (11), (15), and 
(17)) so that the priming signals reflect expectation based on the current phoneme. 
Step G: Select F;~ node .Is whose activity is maximal. Check for syllable-AHT reset (equa-
tion (G)). 
Step 7: If there was a W M P-reset (Step 4) but no syllable-AHT reset (Step G), then perform 
st.eps 8 to 15. Otherwise, reprocess input commencing from phoneme following the end 
of the last word output. 
Step 8: Store ctUTent F2~ witmer .Is in syllable delay buffer (Figure 1). Store previous con-
tents of syllable delay buffer in W M 8 . 
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Step 9: W M 8 contents aw are complement-coded to form word-ART input lw. 
Step 10: At P{Y, activity xw = Iw 1\ vw, where yw is the top--down input from P}~'. 
Step 11: If total activity Jz8 J at the W M 8 -reset field is less than threshold Pwm, W M 8 
activity is reset. 
Step 12: P:)\' activity yjl' and priming signals V;w are updated (equations (9) - (11), (15), 
and (17)) so that the priming signals reflect expectation based on the current syllable. 
Step 13: Select Pt node .!w whose activity is maximal. Check for word-ART reset (equa-
tion (6)). 
Step 14: Store current P}~' winner .Tw in word delay buffer. Store previous contents of word 
delay buffer in pOUT. 
Step 15: If there was a W M 8-reset (Step 11) but no word-AHT reset (Step 13), then the 
output field pOUT is primed so that an output is generated. Otherwise, reprocess input 
commencing from phoneme following the end of the last word output. 
In order to ensure that the algoritlm1 terminates, the backtracking implied by Step 7 is not 
performed if there was only one (or fewer) active P]~' nodes (JywJ :0: 1). In Segmentation AHT, the 
backtracking mechanism required by Steps 7 and 15 of the algorithm is not. explicitly modeled as a 
neural network. Storage of the input phrase for possible subsequent reprocessing is also performed 
algorithmically, and the algoritlun determines and st.ores the point within the phrase from which 
reprocessing will commence. During learning, an additional mechanism is needed to support the 
multi-stage learning procedure. Prior to presenting each input vector sequence that represents an 
individual syllable or word, working memory (W MP and W M 8 ) must be cleared. 
4 Word segmentation simulations 
Simulations of learning by Segmentation AHT are presented in Section 4.1. Two sets of simulations 
then demonstrate the system's segmentation ability. The first set (Section 4.2) employs a munber of 
randomly generated word pairs as inputs. This approach allows comparison with simulation results 
of the TRACE model (McClelland & Elman, 1986), which were obtained with very similar inputs. 
Simulations employing a large set of word pairs also permit comparison of basic Segmentation 
AHT with the distributed variation (Section 3.4) that improves noise tolerance. With noise--.free 
inputs, TRACE segments 90% of word pairs correctly, while both basic Segmentation AliT and the 
distributed variation segment 95% of word pairs correctly. As expected, the distributed variation 
performs substantially better than basic Segmentation ART at high noise levels. The second set of 
simulations (Section 4.1) demonstrates Se~1nentation AHT backtracking (Section 3.1) on one- to 
four---word plu·ases. Correct segmentation of some difficult phrases (e.g., my- self- ish- dog) is 
demonstrated. 
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4.1 Segmentation ART learning 
Simulations in this section illustrate the three-st.age Segmentation ART learning process. In t.he 
first stage of learning, isolated phonemes presented to the Segmentation ART network are learned 
by phoneme-ART. Thereafter, weights in phoneme-ART are fixed. In the second stage, syllable-
ART learns W M P activity patterns, each of which corresponds to an isolated syllable presented to 
the Segmentation ART network as a sequence of phonemes. Finally, the syllable-ART weights are 
also fixed, and word-ART learns W M 8 activity patterns, each of which corresponds to an isolated 
word presented to the network as a phoneme sequence. On completion of this learning process, 
each coded phoneme activates a distinct F{ node, each coded syllable activates a distinct F2~ node, 
and each coded word act.ivates a distinct F]Y node. All simulations use fast learning (f3p = f3s = 
(3w = 1). 
Phoneme learning: As in the TRACE model, each phoneme presented at Ff is represented as 
seven continuous-valued features (Mp = 7). This representation generalizes the binary feature 
values of .Takobson, Fant, & Halle (1952) to the interval [0,1]. A code for a period of silence 
(0000000) is also learned. During performance, this code signifies the end of a phrase. After 
complement coding, each feature vector yields a 14-dimensional input to F{. In simulations, high 
vigilance (pp = 0.95) ensures that each phoneme learns to activate a different F{ node. 
Table 3 shows phonemes and feature values, and the index of the F{ node that learns each 
feature vector. Fourteen of the phonemes (/p/, jb/, jtj, /d/, jk/, jg/, /1/, /S/, /r/, /1/, /a/, /i/, 
/1!/, and//\/) are those that were used in TRACE simulations, and the feature vectors employed for 
these phonemes are also identical t.o those used by TRACE except. t.hat. the components have been 
scaled to the interval [0,1]. The remaining seven phonemes (/J/ /m/ /n/ jc/, jo/, /0/, and jh/) 
were added in order to allow additional words such as myself and selfish to be added t.o the lexicon. 
Feature vectors for these additional phonemes were based on the scheme proposed by .Jakobson, 
Fant, & Halle (1952), who defined features for only 7 of the 12 or more English vowels (Gimson, 
1962). [Although later work (e.g., Chomsky & Halle (1968, pp. 176-7)) defines featmes for a more 
complete set of vowels, use of a featural representation based on this work was precluded by the 
desire for comparability between the inputs to the Segmentation ART and TRACE simulations. 
In addition to some renaming (e.g., high I low replace compact I di[f1tse), Chomsky and Halle 
introduce entirely new features (e.g., r01md). Employing this additional information in simulations 
might have given Segmentation ART an unfair advant.age over TRACE.] 
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Phoneme Power Vocalic Diffuse Acute Cons. Voiced Burst Ff node 
p 0.5 0.125 0.875 0.25 l.O 0.125 l.O 1 
b 0.5 0.125 0.875 0.25 1.0 0.875 0.875 2 
t 0.5 0.125 0.875 0.875 1.0 0.125 0.75 3 
d 0.5 0.125 0.875 0.875 1.0 0.875 0.625 4 
k 0.5 0.125 0.25 0.375 1.0 0.125 0.5 5 
g 0.5 0.125 0.25 0.375 1.0 0.875 0.375 6 
s 0.75 0.5 0.875 1.0 0.625 0.125 0.0 7 
s 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.625 0.125 0.0 8 
r 0.875 0.875 0.125 0.25 0.375 1.0 0.0 9 
l 0.875 0.875 0.25 0.5 0.375 1.0 0.0 10 
a 1.0 1.0 0.25 0.125 0.125 1.0 0.0 ll 
I 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.125 1.0 0.0 12 
u 1.0 1.0 0.75 0.25 0.125 1.0 0.0 13 
II 0.875 1.0 0.625 0.125 0.125 1.0 0.0 14 
f 0.375 0.125 0.875 0.0 0.125 0.0 0.25 15 
m 0.875 0.125 0.875 0.125 1.0 1.0 0.0 16 
n 0.875 0.125 0.875 0.875 l.O 1.0 0.0 17 
€ 1.0 1.0 0.25 1.0 0.125 1.0 0.0 18 
0 1.0 l.O 0.0 0.0 0.125 1.0 0.0 19 
e 0.375 0.125 0.875 0.875 1.0 0.125 0.0 20 
h 0.25 0.125 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 21 
(silence) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 22 
Table 3: Phoneme-AliT input vectors: phonemes, feature values, and phoneme-AHT Jif nodes. 
Feature vectors for the fourteen honemes jpj through j II/ are identical to those employed in the 
TRACE model, scaled to the interval [0,1]. 
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Table 4: The Segmentation ART lexicon consists of the 211 words in the TRACE lexicon, plus 18 
more words, each marked with a star. 
a II agree llp;ri alot lllat apart /\part 
asleep /Islip abrupt llbrllpt adult lid lilt adapt Adapt 
ugly llp;li and* lind up lip appeal /\pi! 
is lis odd ad are ar ark arc 
art art artist art list bubble bllblll buck bilk 
bus blls but bllt Bobby babi body badi 
bottle batlll barb bab box baks bar bar 
bark bark be bi befriend* bifrcnd beast bist 
beat bit blood blllcl block blak blue blu 
brush br!IS breed brid brother * bro811r brood brud 
book* buk bookish* bukiiS boost bust boot but 
double dllblll duck dllk dull dill dust dllst 
dog* clap; doll dal dark dark dart dart 
dot dat deed did deal eli! deep dip 
drug drllg drop drap drew ch·u due du 
duty duti friend * frmd frendly * frmdli friendship * frcndSIIp 
guitar gllt.ar god gad guard gard got gat 
glue glu greek grik greet grit grew gru 
group grup here* hir holdup* holdllp east ist 
eat it couple kllpfll cup kllp cut kilt 
colleague kalig copy kapi carp kap car kar 
carpet karp/It card k;:trd key ki keep kip 
club klllb clock klak clue klu crush kriiS 
crop krap creep krip crew kru crucial kruSIII 
cruel krulll cool kul lucky lllki luck !Ilk 
luxury lllkSIIri lobby labi lock lak lot !at 
legal lip; III lead lid league lip; leap lip 
least list loop !up loose Ius my * rnai 
mynah * n1mna myself * rnaisdf police plllis pet pllt 
pocket pakllt policy pal/lsi poppy pap/\ possible pasllbfll 
possibly pasllbli pop pap poor par parcel par Sill 
party pat"ti partly partli park park part pat"t 
pot pat pea pl people pip/\! peek pik 
peace p!S plug plllg plus pills plot plat. 
probable prabllblll probably prabllbli product pradllkt produce pradus 
progress pragrlls priest prist pool pul rigid rllg/\d 
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Table 4 (continued). 
rustle rllslll rush r!IS rub rllb rocket rakllt 
rob rab rod rad rock rak really rili 
read rid real ril rupee rupi rule rul 
root rut subtle slltlll substitute sllbstlltut suck silk 
succeed sllksid solid sallld sorry sari selfish * sElf liS 
see Sl secret sikrllt seed sid seek sik 
seal sil sees SIS seat sit score skar 
screw skru school skul slug slllg sleep slip 
spark spark spot spat speed spiel speak spik 
study stlldi studied stlldid stock stak stop stap 
store star startle start Ill start start. steal stil 
steep stip struggle strllglll struck strllk streak strik 
streat strit stupid stuplld sue su suitable sutllblll 
suit sut shipmate* Sllpmct shut Slit shock Sak 
shop Sap sharp Sarp shot Sat she Si 
shield Sild sheep Sip sheet Sit shrug Srllg 
shoot Sut top tap tar tar target tar gilt 
tea ti trouble trllblll truck trllk trustee trllsti 
trust trllst traffic * trafllk trot trat tree tri 
treaty triti treat trit true t.ru truly truli 
troop t.rup too tu tube tub tool t.ul 
uphold* Apholcl 
Syllable and word learning: The TRACE lexicon is the main source of words for Se~mentation 
ART performance evaluation. This 211-worcl lexicon was obtained from the Kucera & Francis 
(1967) text corpus. After benchmarking Segmentation ART performance against this lexicon, a 
number of new words were added to demonstrate specific points. Table 4 shows the expm1ded 
lexicon. After performing phoneme lcm·ning and fixing the phoneme-ART weights, each of the 220 
syllables from the lexicon was presented to the Segmentation ART network as a phoneme sequence. 
Finally, the syllable-ART weights were also fixed, m1d each word from the lexicon was present;ed 
to the Segmentation ART network as a phoneme sequence. High vigilm1ce allowed each syllable to . 
be coded by a tmique F2~ node, and each word by a tmique FJ~' node. . 
4.2 Word pairs 
This section describes simulations that seek to segment word pairs from a large randomly---generated 
set. These simulations first use the original 211-word TRACE lexicon, then use the expm1ded 
lexicon formed by adding 18 more words: ond, befr-iend, brother, book, bookish, dog, fr-iend, jT-icndly, 
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I Noise std dev I (J o (J - o o25 I (J o o5 
- -
TRACE 10.4% 
Basic Segmentation AHT 4.7% 4.7% 65.4% 
Distributed Segmentation ART 4.7% 8.1% 24.2% 
Table 5: Segmentation error rate on the 211-word database for TRACE and for the basic and 
distributed Sep,1nentation AHT algoritluns as a ftmction of the standard deviation of the noise 
amplitude. Parameters o = 0.47, Pwm = 0.005, Ns = Mw = 215, and Nw = 230. 
Noise std. dev. (J - 0 (J - 0.025 (J - 0.05 
Basic Segmentation ART 2.2% 2.2% 66.8% 
Distributed Segmentation ART 2.2% 5.2% 19.7% 
Table 6: Segmentation error rate on the 229-word database for the basic and distributed Segmen-
tat.ion ART algorithms as a ftmction of the standard deviation of the noise amplitude. Parameters 
o = 0.47, Pwm = 0.005, and Ns = Mw = Nw = 235. 
friendsh-ip, here, holdup, my, myna.h, myself, selfish, shipmate, tmffic, and >tphold. A word pair is 
generated by concatenating a given word from the lexicon with a second, randomly-chosen word. 
Each word in the lexicon occurs exactly once as the first word in a pair, but is not guaranteed to 
occur, or may occur more than once, as the second word in a pair. Since a significant number of 
the syllables employed in the 211-word lexicon contain repeated phonemes, all simulation results 
reported in this section employ the Segmentation AHT algorithm for handling such repeat.s (Sect.ion 
3.3). 
Table 5 compares TRACE performance with that of both basic Segmentation AHT and 
the distributed variation that improves noise tolerance (Section 3.4). Segmentation ART is able to 
segment 201 of 211 word pairs (95%) correctly when the inputs are noise-free. Segmentation ART 
and distributed Segmentation ART produce equal results in the noise-free case. TRACE makes 
twice as many errors as Segmentation ART on a similar list of word pairs (22 enors; 90% correct). 
Segmentation ART uses contrast-enhancement (equations (9) ·- (11) and (15)), with parameters 1 
= 50 and o = 0.47. 
Tables 5 and 6 also present results for noisy inputs. Learning still takes place with noise-
free inputs. During performance, however, Gaussian noise with standard deviations (J = 0.025 
and (J = 0.05 is added to the components of input feature vectors. Comparison of the results 
for the basic algoritlnn and the distributed variant shows that the latter performs considerably 
better for noise with (J = ().05. For lower amplitude noise ((J = 0.025), however, the error rate for 
the distributed variant is twice that of the basic algoritlm1, although in this case both algorithms 
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perform much better than at the higher noise level. Parameters employed are e p == 0.0625 and 
"!P == "'S == "(W == 50. 
4.3 Analysis of segmentation errors for word pairs 
Since the model aims only to produce a lexically consistent segment.ation, it can produce a seg-
mentation different from the intended one when the input can be segmented in more t.han one 
way (e.g., ltargl\tarl as "t.arget are" or "tar guitar"). As in TRACE, such differences from the 
intended segmentation are counted as errors. In an expanded model with syntactic and semantic 
components, grammatical and semantic considerations could eliminate many ambiguities of this 
kind. 
Most other Segmentation ART errors arise from the failure of the F2 activation threshold 
(equations (9)- (11) and (15)) to eliminate all incorrect segmentation possibilities. For example, the 
input I stritkardl (street ea.rd) gives the output street are double. The phoneme I kl is incorrectly 
primed because the input I stritl activates the syllable I str·ikl (streak) as well as I st1·itl. The 
phonemes I arl then correctly match the word a.rc, and the remaining phoneme I dl activates t.he 
word double. The confusion of I strikl for I stritl that led to this error reflects a design tradeoff. 
The need for good performance in a noisy environment (which requires such alternative hypotheses 
to remain active to some extent) conflicts with the goal of near-perfect performance in a noise-free 
cnviromnent (which requires that only exact phonemic matches with the input be activated). 
Finally, the ability of Segmentation ART to identify long phrases is limited by the fact 
that a segmentation error may not become apparent until several subsequent syllables have been 
processed. The design tradeoff here involves the length of delay before generating <m output. In 
simulations, a syllable is registered at W M 8 when the subsequent syllable becomes active at F§ (a 
one-syllable delay), and a word is registered at Four when the subsequent word becomes active 
at .F:t (a one-word delay). 
4.4 Phrase segmentation 
Simulations in this section illustrate how Segmentation ART recognizes words of one to three 
syllables embedded in a continuous sequence of one to four words. 
Table 7 shows the sequence of F)F nodes activated in response to words and phrases of 
two to six syllables, where the output sequences correctly segment each phrase. In the case where 
the first syllable of a two-syllable word is itself a word (myself!, the word--AnT response to the first 
syllable is suppressed by the gating mechanism (Section 3), which permits a word output only after 
syllable working memory (W M 8 ) has been reset. Successful segmentation of the phrases uphold my 
poli.cy and traffic holdttp demonstrates that the codes for sequences AB (uphold) and BA (holdup) 
are distinguished in working memory. 
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Input phrase Sequence of word nodes ·- Fd" Output sequence- pui:T 
lmaiselfl 112(my), 114(myself) 114(myself) 
lmainal 112(my), 113(mynah) 113(mynah) 
I maibro8 1\ r I 112(my), 39(brother), 39(brother) 112(my), 39(brother) 
I sc/f/\Sdagl 164(selfish), 164(selfish), 49(dog) 164(selfish), 49( clog) 
I h·ir/\ smaibukl 74(here), 13(is), 112(my), 4l(book) 74(here), 13(is), 112(my), 4l(book) 
I maibuk/\SjTEndl 112(my), 4l(book), 42(bookish), 112(my), 42(bookish), 62(friend) 
62(friend) 
I 1\pholdmaipal/\sil 229(uphold), 229(uphold), 112(my), 229( uphold), 
117(packet), WORD-AHT RESET, 112(my), 118(policy) 
118(policy) 
I traf/\khold/\pj 219(traffic), 219(traffic), 219(traffic), 
75(holdup), 75(holdup) 75(holdup) 
I bijrE ndS/\ m< tl 30(be), 3l(befriencl), 3l(befriend), 199(shipmat.e) 
199(shipmate), 199(shipmate) 
I maiselj/\Sdagl 112(my), 114(mysclf), 112(my), 112(my), 161(selfish), 
WORD-AHT RESET, 112(my), 49(clog) 
161(selfish), 49(dog) 
Table 7: Segment.ation AHT response to phrases of 2 to 6 syllables. A sequence of Fl~' nodes is 
activated, leading to a correct ouput word sequence. Parameters: Mp = 7, Np = Ms = 25, Ns 
= .Mw = Nw = 235, cxp = cxs = cxw = 0.1, fJp = fJs = fJw = 1.0, Pwm = 0.005, S = 0.47. 
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All presented phrases are terminated with the syllable code for silence (0000000), which 
matches a corresponding word code. Such a match resets W M 8 and so allows the code for the final 
word of the phrase to be registered in the output field. 
4.5 Noise tolerance in TRACE and Segmentation ART 
This section compares the ways in which TRACE and Se~1nentat.ion AHT process noisy inputs. 
The simulations of word-pair segmentations reported for TRACE employ only noise-free inputs. 
However, in simulations with isolated-word inputs, TRACE identified the intended word correctly 
when the initial phoneme was ambiguous. For example, TRACE strongly activates the word plug 
when presented with a phoneme sequence /* lllgj in which the features for the first phoneme are 
midway between those of jpj and of jbj. TRACE is able to do this because the activation of a word 
at any given time is a function of subsequent as well as previous input. Thus, once the phonemes 
j lAg/ are received, the word plug becomes active. Since blug is not a word, there are no competing 
candidates for activation. In addition, TRACE simulates categorical perception experiments on 
phonerne discrirnination tasks in which, for exar11ple, a range of st.irnuli on a cont.inutun bet.ween 
jpj and jbj are presented. 
Because of its strong primacy-gradient input representation, Segmentation ART is rarely 
able to identify the correct word when the initial phoneme suffers from excessive noise (as in the 
j*lllgj example, where/*/ is as close to jb/ as to jpj). It is possible that reducing the strength 
of the primacy gradient would improve performance here; that is, setting q > 0.5 in equation ( 8). 
However, in the extreme case ( q "" 1), order information would be lost. TRACE is able to avoid this 
problem by representing temporal information spatially rather than in primacy /recency gradient 
form. 
5 Properties of word segmentation models 
This section compares significant featmes of several word segmentation models. The 
Masking Field neural network (Cohen & Grossberg, 1987) provides insight into how compound 
words, such as myself, can be learned without erasing the memory of component words, such as 
my, self, and elf. However, the Masking Field is a feedforward system, and therefore does not 
incorporate expectation or mismatch into the segmentation process. If, for example, the syllables 
my, self were followed by ish, dog, a system would need t.o reorganize the hypotheses "my" ru1d 
"myself" to "my selfish dog". 
The THACE model achieves good segment.ation results by means of ru1 archit.ect.ure that, 
like Segmentation AHT, incorporates top-down expectation, or priming. The architecture permits 
recognition of a particular word or phoneme to be influenced by both subsequent and prior context. 
In addition to word segmentation, the model reproduces psychophysical data regarding lexical 
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Ser,1nentation Masking Field TRACE SONNET Cohort 
ART 
Authors Carpenter Cohen McClelland Nigrin Marslen-Wilson 
& Wilson & Grossberg & Elman 
Applied Cognitive MIT Press Cognition 
Publication Optics Psychology (1993) 25(1987) 
26(1987) 18(1986) 
Model Network Network Network Network Conceptual 
type 
Training Learned Learned Pre-wired Learned 
process 
Special Expectation, Some words Categorical Words may be Rapid 
properties explicit may form perception embedded in parallel 
syllable parts of continuous access 
representation others input stream 
Com1ectivity Feedback Feedforward Feedback Feedback 
Table 8: Comparative summary of models of lexical access and segmentation. 
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influence on phoneme perception, categorical perception of phonemically ambiguous inputs, and 
featural tradeoffs in phoneme identification. However, the model does not address the question of 
how the connection strength patterns required by its architecture might have been learned. 
In the Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978), the initial acoustical input activates 
a set, or cohort, of word candidates. For example, given the first two phonemes of an English word, 
there are on average more than 40 words compatible with the available input. These words form 
the current cohort. Candidates drop out from the cohort as soon as they are inconsistent with 
subsequent input. A more recent refinement of the model (Marslen-Wilson, 1987) attempts t.o 
provide better noise-tolerance by postulating that membership in the cohort is not an all-or-none 
affair. In effect, the cohort is a fuzzy set. Cohort parallel processing is supported by data on the 
rapidity of word recognition (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1975), as well as by data (Marslen-Wilson, 
1987, p. 87) that show that response latency is independent of the initial cohort size. Cohort 
postulates that both a,cccss (to the initial cohort of viable word candidates) and selection (of the 
final correct candidate) are parallel processes. However, the Cohort model is specified at a more 
conceptual level than the other models under discussion, and it is not immediately apparent how 
it might be implemented as a physical model. 
Segmentation ART is designed to incorporate the effects of expectation and mismatch 
within a network whose connection strengths are learned. Segmentation ART employs parallel 
access and serial selection. 
The SONNET (Self-Organizing Neural NETwork) model (Nigrin, 1993) uses slow learning 
to identify words that. repeatedly occur in a continuous speech stream, without requiring each word 
to be presented in isolation first. Like the Masking Field, SONNET uses a nonhomogenous P2 
layer, consisting of subpopulations of cells. These subpopulations are defined by the number of 
F 1 cells from which they receive input. SONNET avoids the scalability problems of Masking 
Fields by recruiting 1'2 cells into a given subpopulation only as required, instead of requirin!'; the 
Nth subpopulation to contain 0(2N) cells, many of which encode sequences that will never be 
seen. Since slow learning requires that each word appear many times before it is learned, the 
single-presentation learning ability of humans (Berko, 1958; Pinker, Lebeaux, & Frost, 1987) is 
not modeled by SONNET. It is possible, however, that. this ability does not. emerge until relatively 
late in an infant's language learning process. SONNET also generalizes the spatial representation 
of working memory so that the same field that represents order can also represent confidence. 
This representation allows top-clown information to disambiguate inputs to which low confidence 
is attached, and can thus improve performance in a noisy enviromnent. However, the SONNET 
equations are complex, and simulations published to date involve at most 25 words or patterns. 
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6 Conclusion 
Segmentation AH.T achieves good sep;mentation results after a rapid training process with minimal 
explicit supervision. The duplicate weight arrays across multiple time slices of TRACE are avoided, 
and temporal order information is represented in a biologically plausible fashion. The architecture 
is consistent with psychophysical data showing the importance of sub-word units (syllables or mor-
phemes) in human speech perception, and also suggest.s how t.op···down expectation may play a role 
in the seg1nentation process. However, Segmentation AH.T does not tolerate phoneme errors well 
enough to process real speech. The primacy gradient represent.ation of temporal order makes the 
system disproportionately sensitive to phoneme errors early in the syllable. Since the activation 
levels of elements in working memory represent temporal order, they cannot also be used to rep-
resent phone probability or confidence information. Thus the ability of TRACE to use top-down 
information for disambiguation at the lower level (as in the bhtg- plug example) is not a feature of 
Segmentation AH.T. The approach taken by SONNET is of interest in this respect. Finally, it may 
be possible to improve upon the hierarchical organization of Segmentation AH.T. This organization 
was chosen primarily for its simplicity. A less hierarchical overall organization would, for example, 
allow monosyllabic words to be activated via a direct path from the phoneme level to the word 
level, eliminating the delay inherent in the syllable level. 
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